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caused not a little hard feeling between Vienna and Berlin
which persisted for years.8 Austria's attempt at economic
intimidation, far from compelling Serbia to return to an
Austrophile policy, had just the opposite effect; it embit-
tered Peter Ts Ministers, and drove them more than ever
into the open arms of Russia. It made them realize more
clearly Serbia's need for a direct economic outlet to the
sea, such as a railway connection with a port on the Adriatic
in Albania or Montenegro, or on the Aegean at Salonica.9
They welcomed negotiations for a railway crossing Serbia
from the Danube to the Adriatic which was urged on their
behalf by Russia in the spring of 1908, as a counter-measure
to Austria's project for a railway from Bosnia through the
Sanjak of Novi Bazar to Salonica.10 The outbreak of the
Young Turk Revolution in the summer hastened the nego-
tiations, but led them to a fiasco in the most unexpected
manner. It brought to a crisis the question, often dis-
cussed since 1876, and several times conditionally assented
to by Russia, of Austria's "annexation" of the "occupied"
provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina. This in turn was
closely connected with Russia's much-desired aim of open-
ing the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles to the passage of
.Russian ships of war.
sSlanojevitch, Die Ermordung der Erzherzogs Franz Ferdinand
(Frankfort, 1923), p. 38; Conrad (III, 407), in 1913, spoke of, "Deutsch-
land, welches in gierigem Egoismus die Monarchic aus Serbien und iiber-
haupt vom Balkan kommerziell zu verdrangen trachtet." The figures for
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222, 25.5; exports to Austria-Hungary 64.7, 30, 12; Statesman's Year
Book.
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ovitch" in Deutsche Revue, Jan., 1922. Dr. Baernreither was an enlight-
ened Austrian enjoying the confidence of the Archduke Franz Ferdinand,
who disapproved of Aehrenthal's policy and wished to make reasonable
economic concessions to Serbia; see the selections from his diaries pub-
lished by Josef Redlich, in Foreign Affairs (N. Y.), VI, 645-657, July, 1928
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